Learning Inventory for
What have you already accomplished using this language?
Complete the following survey and check the appropriate box according to the scale
below: Add additional accomplishments at the end as needed.
Language
4 - frequently

3 - sometimes

2 - seldom

1 – never

I have:
Interpreted posters, signs, and labels that I see in my
everyday life
Memorized rhymes, verses, and songs
Read children’s and adolescent’s books
Played computer games
Read newspapers and magazines
Listened to international broadcasts for specific information
Heard pop songs and/or video clips and tried to understand
the words
Attended a theater production in this language
Watched ads and understood what they wanted to sell
Watched video/films for information and/or entertainment
Worked with diagrams, statistics, and graphic organizers in
the language
Used the Internet to locate and use resources in the target
language
Read excerpts from literary works
Read lengthy articles or a complete work of literature, e.g.
novel, play
Recorded my new vocabulary in a notebook or kept a file of
flashcards
Reviewed and corrected my writing
Used the language with teams, groups, or partners
Communicated with native speakers
Participated in an inter-cultural or international project
Conducted interviews outside of school to gather information
Conversed with native speakers on the telephone or social
networks
Contacted an individual and kept the conversation going
Ordered a meal in a restaurant using the language
Purchased a product or downloaded music using the
language
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Used resources in this language in other classes (math,
science, etc.)
Served as a translator
Written a dictation in the language
Completed fill-in-the-blank exercises
Rewritten, continued, and finished texts in my own words
Written text about my city and hobbies
Written and reported about my experiences or adventures
Written about myself or another person
Written short personal notes or e-mails to friends
Summarized the content of films, texts, radio, and TV
programs
Written about my own opinions and thoughts
Written short poems, skits, and stories
Written a letter of application
Written a lengthy report or professional document
Developed and given a presentation.
Used a textbook to learn a language.
Used additional resources and media that support and
accompany the text book, such as cassettes, CDs, DVDs,
computer programs, web site.
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